HOW YOU MADE A DIFFERENCE
IN OUR NEIGHBORS' LIVES
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REVENUE

Faith Communities: $23,943
Individuals: $303,359
Foundations: $289,000
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Business/Organizations: $111,790

Net of $9,892 disposition loss

The Healing Power of a HOME
While the Fraziers were visiting Washington they were in a major car accident that hospitalized Jacob. Their
vehicle was completely destroyed and ultimately they were left on the street in an unfamiliar town. With the
help of AM and our partners, the Fraziers were able to move into a tiny home shelter during their initial healing
process and after the birth of their son. Eventually, they found a more permanent solution through AM’s Rapid
Rehousing team.
According to the Fraziers: “We still have a little way to go, but the path is clear. We set goals and have a clean
safe home for our baby boy and ourselves. We know our way and we know we will achieve what we set out to
accomplish now! We can't express how much easier this healing process is now and how happy and healthy our
little guy is now that he's HOME!”
Some of the stories we share about those who come to AM for help are still works in progress, but we have
learned that celebrating in all stages of a story is important. We are our clients’ biggest cheerleaders! Wins are
wins even when the end of the story has not yet been reached! The Fraziers have begun a new chapter in their
story. In spite of medical issues and COVID challenges, creative solutions fueled by dedicated partners like you
allow us to continue supporting families like the Fraziers.
Thank you for your continued partnership that allows AM to find new and innovative solutions to
homelessness!

EXPENSES
Fundraising: $84,273
Mobilization: $179,098
Interfaith: $175,575
Coordinated Entry: $1,113,754
Family Permanent Housing: $800,635
Landlord Liaison: $214,463
Payee and Mail: $123,625
Shelter Pass-throughs: $188,628
Homeless No More: $110,652
Indirect Administration: $511,197
COVID 19 & Other Assistance: $8,701,983

